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In I9I0 Professor Charles E. Bennett laid all students of 
Latin, not merely of early Latin, but of Latin in its historical 
development, under heavy obligations by his Syntax of Early 
Latin. Vol. I-The Verb.' The debt such students owe to 
him has been greatly enlarged by the publication, in May last, 
of The Syntax of Early Latin. Vol. II-The Cases.2 

In these volumes, as attractive in appearance as they are 
impressive in contents, the aim of Professor Bennett is to re- 
place the antiquated Holtze, Syntaxis Priscorum Scriptorum 
Latinorum. In the Preface to Volume I he defined " Early 
Latin " as the Latin from the beginnings to I00 B. c. In that 
volume he cited the fragments of the dramatists by Ribbeck's 
edition (undated), those of the orators by the edition of 
Meyer-Diibner (I837). There was nothing in the Preface to 
indicate whose text he had followed in his citations from 
Lucilius, though an examination of the citations themselves 

proved that they had been made from some edition earlier 
(and less good, on the whole) than that of Marx (Volume I, 
Prolegomena and Text, I904; Volume 2, Commentary, I905). 
In Volume I, again, he professed to give, in the main, the 

complete collection of material for each of the usages con- 
sidered. He noted also that, for the most part, there were no 

adequate monographs on the verb on which to rely, so that 
for the larger part of that volume he had been obliged to 
make independent collections. 

One turns naturally, first of all, to the Preface of the volume 
now under review. There is nothing to indicate that the 
author gave heed to the suggestion made in A. J. P. XXXII 

333, that, since Lucretius belonged in spirit to a time much 
anterior to that in which he lived in the flesh, it would be well 

1 For American reviews of this volume see Hale, Classical Philology 
6. 367-375; Knapp, A. J. P. XXXII 333-343; Wheeler, The Classical 

Weekly 5. 6-7, 12-15. 
2Published by Allyn & Bacon, Boston. Pages x + 409. $4. 
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worth while, in a study of the Syntax of Early Latin, to take 
account of Lucretius's syntax, as showing that tendency to 
archaism which marks so much of Lucretius's language.1 
Still, as Professor Bennett notes in the Preface to Volume I, 
a "definite <lower> date <for early Latin> is really im- 
possible, since archaic Latin does not terminate abruptly, but 
continues even down to imperial times". In so far as this 
sentence implies, or seems to imply, that archaic Latin ever 
ceased, it is a bit misleading; in any case, the expression 
" continues even down to imperial times " is too vague to be of 
use. See the discussion of archaism in the times of Aulus 
Gellius, and its antecedents, in my paper Archaism in Aulus 
Gellius, printed in Classical Studies in Honour of Henry 
Drisler (New York, I894), especially pages I26-I4I.2 

I note with interest that, in the present volume, Professor 
Bennett at times cites Gellius, partly for his own usage, as 
illustrative of that of early Latin, partly for the light he 
throws, by his comments, on early Latin. This might with 
profit have been done oftener. See, e. g., below, pages 279-280. 

Nor has Professor Bennett adopted in the present volume 
the suggestion made in A. J. P. XXXII 333, that a list of all 
the works and articles cited in a volume of his work should 
be given at the beginning or at the close of the volume. The 
gain to the reader in the facility with which he could deter- 
mine whether a given work or article had been employed is 

'See e. g. Munro's Lucretius,' 2. 15-I7; Merrill's Lucretius, 45-46; 
Duff, A Literary History of Rome, 298; Giussani's edition of Lucretius, 
I. xxv. 

2 See also M. Dorothy Brock, Studies in Fronto and his Age, 25-35, 
I81-I82 (Cambridge, I9II); Purser, The Story of Cupid and Psyche 
as Related by Apuleius, xciii-xciv (London, I9IO). Both these writers 
combat current views concerning the language of Fronto and Apuleius. 
See in answer to them, W. E. Foster, Studies in Archaism in Aulus 
Gellius, 3-29, especially IO-I4 (New York, I912: Columbia University 
Dissertation). Some conception of the amount of archaism in Apu- 
leius may be obtained by noting the frequency of citations from Apu- 
leius in the lists in my paper in the Drisler book, 4I-I 7I, giving archaisms 
of form and vocabulary in Aulus Gellius, and the frequency of such 
citations in Dr. Foster's work, passim, but especially in the lists on 
pages 29-64. See also Cooper, Word Formation in the Roman Sermo 
Plebeius, passim, but especially the Introduction, xv-xlvii (New York, 
1895). 
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self-evident; it seems equally evident that such gain would be 
ample compensation to the author for the labor involved in 
making such a list and to the publisher for the expense in 
setting it up. Further, in such a list it would be possible to 
give exactly, once for all, the place of publication and the date 
of each book or article. In the footnotes to the present 
volume, as in those to its predecessor, the dates of books and 
articles cited are sometimes given, sometimes not. In foot- 
note I to page I Drager, Historische Syntax, volume I (edi- 
tion not named), and Kiihner-Stegmann, Ausfiihrliche Gram- 
matik der lateinischen Sprache, volume 2, are cited side by 
side with no hint of the long interval of time between the 
second edition of Drager (I878-I88I) and the second edition 
of Kiihner (I912). It would have been possible, too, in a 

general bibliography to give the titles of volumes with great 
particularity, and then in the body of the book to save space 
by employing consistently the same abbreviations, all carefully 
noted in the bibliographical list. On page I, and often else- 
where, as matters stand now, we have such references as 
" Kiihner-Stegmann, ... ii, p. 243 ff.", which will cause many 
a moment of annoyance now that the Zweiter Teil of this 
volume of Stegmann's revision of Kiihner has been published 
(I914). This part too is paged from I upwards. 

One suggestion, however, made in A. J. P. XXXII 333, 
Professor Bennett has taken to heart in the present volume. 
Ennius he now cites uniformly by the text of Vahlen (2d ed., 
I903; A. J. P. XXXII 1-35), giving parallel references for 
the dramatic fragments to Ribbeck (3d ed., I take it: of the 
tragic fragments, I897, of the comic fragments, I898). Lu- 
cilius he cites now from Marx, the fragments of the Orators 
from Meyer (I842), a book unfortunately out of print and 
hard to obtain. Even more, apparently, than in the preceding 
volume Professor Bennett was obliged to rely on his own 
collections, a fact which led, no doubt, to the long interval 
between the volumes. 

One statement in the Preface to Volume II merits special 
attention: " Yet I have nowhere bound myself to the text of 
any editor. It has seemed necessary to call attention to this, 
since some readers have assumed that in citing by the page or 
verse of a special editor I have committed myself to his text. 
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the dramatic fragments to Ribbeck (3d ed., I take it: of the 
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cilius he cites now from Marx, the fragments of the Orators 
from Meyer (I842), a book unfortunately out of print and 
hard to obtain. Even more, apparently, than in the preceding 
volume Professor Bennett was obliged to rely on his own 
collections, a fact which led, no doubt, to the long interval 
between the volumes. 

One statement in the Preface to Volume II merits special 
attention: " Yet I have nowhere bound myself to the text of 
any editor. It has seemed necessary to call attention to this, 
since some readers have assumed that in citing by the page or 
verse of a special editor I have committed myself to his text. 
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It ought to be superfluous to say that such is not the case 
and that I have deviated in hundreds of instances from the 
readings of the special editions to which I have referred. I 

only hope that my own readings may seem in the main sound 
and justified". Let us echo the hope. Let us hope also that, 
throughout, in deviating from his guides (and, perhaps, too, 
from the manuscripts) in these hundreds of instances he kept 
in mind the warnings that have more than once been uttered 
with respect to the risks attendant on emendation of frag- 
ments: see, e. g., A. J. P. XXVII 77, XXIX 478, XXXII 26, 35, 
and, more especially, Lindsay, Nonius Marcellus I. XXXVIII- 
XXXIX.1 I note with much concern that Professor Bennett 
has provided no means whereby his readers may determine 
these hundreds of instances in which he has departed from 
the readings of his special editors. The student of syntax 
needs to know always on what foundations the combinations 
of his guides rest. Besides leaving his readers uncertain on 
this all-important point, unless they examine for themselves 
in every instance his quotations, by comparison with the 
special texts and the manuscripts both, Professor Bennett lays 
himself open to the very charge which in the Preface to our 
volume he brings against the treatises of others on which he 
had hoped to rely. These were of little help, he says, in 
part because their collections were incomplete, in part because 
they were "based, in great measure, on conjectural readings 
of the past generation ". 

The book before us is divided into seven chapters, as 
follows: I. Case Names, Case Theories, Nominative, Predi- 
cate Nouns, Appositives (I-7); II. The Genitive (8-Ioo); 
III. The Dative (IOI-I90); IV. The Accusative (I91-263); 
V. The Vocative (264-278); VI. The Ablative (279-385); 
VII. The Locative (386-390). The Index covers pages 391- 
409 (about 37 full columns). 

1Lindsay, discussing De Ratione Emendandi Noni, reminds us that 
Nonius repeatedly cites "Vergilii versus integer, manca sententia"; if 
he remembers this fact, the editor of Nonius "<non> nimis indul- 
gebit prurigini emendandi ". We need not go to the professional gram- 
marian or scholar to see this habit of citing incomplete sentences or 
phrases: compare Suetonius Claudius 42, Cuidam barbaro Graece ac 
Latine disserenti " Cum utroque " inquit "sermone nostro sis paratus " 
et in commendanda patribus conscriptis Achaia, etc. 
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What is a reviewer to do with such a book as this, so 
crowded with riches? It is a big book, in more than one 
sense of the word. It required courage of a high order to 

essay the task involved in this work; to pursue it as long as 
Professor Bennett has pursued it demands unusual patience 
and extraordinary powers of application. To accomplish so 
much as he has already achieved is not merely to demonstrate 
convincingly one's own capacity for scientific work, but at 
the same time to do something, a good deal, to remove the 

reproach. so often heaped on American scholarship, that it 
confines itself to small tasks, demanding no great concentra- 
tion and no long persistent labor. Let us hope that Professor 
Bennett will be spared to complete the work, nay, more, to 
see all the volumes through a revised edition. 

To deal in detail with the hundreds of rubrics in this 
volume, all bound together, to be sure, by certain ties, yet 
after all separate, involving hosts of matters still sub iudice 
and in large measure subjective, and so affording at every 
turn opportunity for discussion, is manifestly impossible. It 
remains, then, to pick out a part of the book (Chapters I-II: 

pages I-IOO), to indicate how Professor Bennett handles the 

problems involved in that, to sum up what he has said on them 
and thereby to give a hint of the results of his investigations, to 
add to his discussions, wherever possible, through commenda- 
tion, criticism, or citation of new material. At another time I 

hope to deal with other parts of the volume. If, in the 

present article, I shall happen to differ from Professor Bennett 
more often than I agree, let no one fancy me insensible of the 

greatness of his task, of the fine way in which he has dis- 

charged it, and of the substantial contributions he has made 
to the study of early Latin syntax. No student of Latin 

syntax, for any period, early or late, will disregard Professor 
Bennett's collections of materials. Every editor and student 
of Plautus, for instance, will have Bennett's volumes as his 
Vade Mecum, a KTr,ua s ait'. In using the general manuals of 
Latin syntax, the scholar will at every turn check up their 
statements by an examination of Professor Bennett's volumes. 
In view of all this, the fact that a given reviewer questions 
views in fields subjective or would have arranged the material 
in a different way is a minor matter. The great matter, the 
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matter per quam de nobis omnibus optime meruit, is that 
Professor Bennett has put together, as no one else has done, 
here or abroad, the materials which we may arrange or re- 
arrange as we will, in the effort to learn from them even more 
than Professor Bennett felt himself, in 400 pages, able to 
essay to convey. 

The discussion of the origin of the Latin case names (1-2) 
is too brief, at least in the explanation of the terms atrtartK 

(rrTciws) and accusativus (casus). Professor Bennett says 
merely (2) "In calling the accusative arLTarttK, the Greeks in- 
tended to designate this case as the 'case of effect', i. e. of the 
thing caused (from alTra) ", and that by the Romans " AirTaTrLK 

was falsely rendered by the name accusativus, as though 
atntalKT) were derived from a/aLaopat, 'accuse'". Two things 
here will give pause to many. First, the phrase 'accusative of 
effect', used by Professor Bennett in his Latin Grammar and his 
The Latin Language, admirable though it is, is not at all familiar 
to many students of Latin: this every one knows who has used 
it in the presence of a class of teachers of Latin. Secondly, not 
in his own recollections of the word atTra, nor in Liddell and 
Scott nor yet in Cr6nert's revision of Passow's W6rterbuch 
der Griechischen Sprache (I913) will the reader find evidence 
that aLrTa=-' effect'; the lexicons give but one sense, 'cause'! 
I get far more light by looking up the article Accusative in the 
Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia. There we learn to get at 
the sense of alrtavtKr (7rTrouts) via atLaroS', ' effected'. This 
word Cr6nert handles well enough; Liddell and Scott, how- 
ever, made it still harder to interpret atiTa as 'the thing caused 
or effected' by writing, s. v. atrtatok," produced by a cause, 
effected . . .; TO aTraTorv the effect, opp. to aO atr'ov the cause". 
One wonders, lastly, how the Romans could have thought of 
the accusative case as the case of blaming. In their designa- 
tions of the other cases one can see some plausibility: here 
there seems no gleam of sense. 

On page I 7rTnaL is defined as 'deviation' or 'change', and 
the oblique cases are described as 'deviations' from the nomi- 
native. If 'fall' had been the word chosen to represent 
7rTTrT&, casus would be more evidently a natural rendering of 
7TT(OrS. 

On pages 2-3 the author declares briefly that most scholars 
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in his own recollections of the word atTra, nor in Liddell and 
Scott nor yet in Cr6nert's revision of Passow's W6rterbuch 
der Griechischen Sprache (I913) will the reader find evidence 
that aLrTa=-' effect'; the lexicons give but one sense, 'cause'! 
I get far more light by looking up the article Accusative in the 
Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia. There we learn to get at 
the sense of alrtavtKr (7rTrouts) via atLaroS', ' effected'. This 
word Cr6nert handles well enough; Liddell and Scott, how- 
ever, made it still harder to interpret atiTa as 'the thing caused 
or effected' by writing, s. v. atrtatok," produced by a cause, 
effected . . .; TO aTraTorv the effect, opp. to aO atr'ov the cause". 
One wonders, lastly, how the Romans could have thought of 
the accusative case as the case of blaming. In their designa- 
tions of the other cases one can see some plausibility: here 
there seems no gleam of sense. 

On page I 7rTnaL is defined as 'deviation' or 'change', and 
the oblique cases are described as 'deviations' from the nomi- 
native. If 'fall' had been the word chosen to represent 
7rTTrT&, casus would be more evidently a natural rendering of 
7TT(OrS. 

On pages 2-3 the author declares briefly that most scholars 
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make the ablative, the locative, the instrumental and the dative 
local in origin-if they admit at all that inflected forms in the 
parent speech had a 'Grundbegriff'. He thinks it probable 
that the genitive too was local in origin. Further discussion 
of this point is to be found at the beginnings of the several 
chapters. Discussions of origins occur often, also, under the 
individual rubrics within the chapters. See below, 276-277, 
290, 291, 292. 

On page 5, after a few instances of a predicate noun in the 
dative and the ablative have been cited, we have a list of the 
more unusual verbs 'taking' the predicate nominative con- 
struction, such as adsum, clueo, consequor, eo, ineo, venio, etc. 
In connection with Am. 635 voluptatem ut maeror comes con- 
sequatur, the word comes made me think of Professor Fay's 
paper, The Thesaurus Linguae Latinae: Comes It, in The 
Classical Journal 8. 253-256 (March, I913). Professor Fay 
relied wholly on the Thesaurus: yet he cites, to prove that the 
locution comes it is early, Plautus Am. 929 iuben mi ire comi- 
tes? This is an interesting example, since the subject of ire 
is meas res (see 928). This example Professor Bennett 
does not give, a fact which raises at once, thus early in the 
book, the question of the completeness of his collections. One 

example of vivo with predicate nominative is cited by Pro- 
fessor Bennett: Am. 75 dixit vos victores vivere. In this 
connection we can now cite Professor Meader's valuable 

paper, The Development of Copulativ Verbs in the Indo- 
European Languages, T. A. P. A. xliii (for 1912: issued in 

I913), I73-200, especially I89-I90. For verbs meaning 'go' 
or 'walk' as copulas compare ibidem 186-187. There Pro- 
fessor Meader cites Plautus Aul. 72I (not given by Bennett): 
Male perditus pessume ornatus eo. I find in Bennett no dis- 
cussion or explanation of the predicate noun with clueo. 
Many would welcome such discussion, here and elsewhere. 
But lack of space, I suppose, was the barrier. 

In the discussion of appositives (5-P), the position of the 

appositive, the point to which Norden, in his edition of Aeneid 

'In his Preface Professor Bennett states that, owing to the time re- 
quired to put this volume through the press, he could not utilize mate- 
rial appearing after the early autumn of I913. 
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VI (page 16: note on 7 ff.) gave so much attention, is not 
considered. What Kiessling on Horace C. I. I. 6 called "vor- 
aufgenommene Apposition" Norden counts a "Kiinstlich- 
keit" of the " neoterische Poesie"; it is rare, he continues, in 
Horace and Vergil, common in Propertius and Ovid. Under 
? I of Bennett's discussion we find cited, as familiar examples 
of appositives with a proper name, Archilinem opstetricem, 
erilis noster filius Strabax, tonstricem Suram, which show 
both possible word-orders. The "voraufgenommene Apposi- 
tion" thus appears very early.1 So, in ? 3, where Bennett 
gives examples of nouns like servos and amator or quasi-nouns 
like adulescens and adulescentula in apposition with nouns, 
both word-orders occur. A paragraph (6) is devoted to the 
combination plerique omnes: three instances occur in Plautus, 
one in Terence. Of its origin nothing is said. It occurs in 
Gellius I. 3. 2; I. 7. 4; I. 21. I; 4. I7.4; I7. 5.4; 4. 3. I 

(pleraque omnia); 15. 7. I plerisque omnibus. In 8. I2, a 
chapter now lost, Gellius discussed quid significet in veterum 
libris scriptum plerique omnes.2 The phrase strikes me as 
illogically ordered. I should expect omnes plerique, that 
is, a universal affirmative followed by restricting plerique.3 
Through the elision, however, the phrase plerique omnes be- 

1Frobenius, Die Syntax des Ennius, ? 226 (Nordlingen, I9IO), declares 
that no sure rule can be given for the position of the appositive-sub- 
stantive in Ennius. Often it precedes. "Doch erscheint soviel klar, 
dass der betonte Begriff immer voraufgeht". He adds that "6rtliche 
Bezeichnungen wie oppidum . . . urbs. . . mons <gingen> immer 
voraus". Patronymics, too, precede the nomen proprium, "wenn sie 
schon an und fur sich oder im Zusammenhange so bekannt sind, dass 
sie fur dieses eintreten k6nnen . . . ". 

2Plerique omnes occurs in Fronto 183 (Naber), plerique omnes qui 
ear curaverant frustra fuerunt. Here frustra fuerunt gives us a 
second archaism in seven words. 

For an unilluminating comment on the phrase see Dziatzko-Hauler4 
on Phormio 172 (I913). In his Lateinische und Romanische Compara- 
tion 41 (1879), W61fflin wrote: "Nehmen wir die alliterierende Ver- 
bindung sex septem ... zur Richtschnur, so hatten wir ein disjunctives 
Asyndeton=plurimi vel omnes, und der vorwiegend archaische Ge- 
brauch unserer Formel wiirde gut dazu stimmen". This view has 
found many supporters: see e. g. Reisig-Haase, Vorlesungen, etc. 
(new ed., i888), 3. 832, and Anm. 6Io a on page 833. If the ellipsis is 
possible this explanation makes the phrase very effective. 
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comes metrically convenient. In working out the articles et 
and que for Professor Lodge's Lexicon Plautinum I seemed 
to find evidence that the choice between et' and que was to 
some extent at least determined by metrical considerations. 
However, such a combination as Cap. 232 maxima pars morem 
hunc homines habent, is parallel to plerique omnes, in that a 
restrictive phrase precedes the universal homines. See further 
footnote ,3 on page 275. 

In Chapter II we have first a discussion of the Original 
Force of the Genitive (8-Io), then, in succession, a discussion 
of the Genitive with Nouns (io-8I), the Genitive with Adjec- 
tives and Participles (82-87), the Genitive with Verbs (88- 
I00), and, finally, the Genitive of Exclamation (Ioo: only two 

examples occur, both in Plautus). Of the Genitive with 
Nouns we have nine main subdivisions; one of these, the 
Genitive of the Whole, has itself thirteen subdivisions. Of 
the Genitive with Verbs there are nine subdivisions. This is 

typical of the book. The material falls easily into large 
classes, which correspond closely in scope and names to the 
classifications and nomenclature commonly current. 

On page 8 Professor Bennett surrenders the view set forth 
in his The Latin Language, I94 (I90o), and in Schmalz, 
Syntax und Stilistik4 (I9I0), that in Latin the genitive was 

primarily an adnominal case. His reason is that "the testi- 

mony of the Indo-European languages is clear that the geni- 
tive was freely construed with verbs even in the Ursprache ". 
He adds that in Latin "certain genitive formations,-those in 
---seem to have been used originally with verbs alone; see 
below, page 93 ". On page 93 there is no reference back to 

page 9; but the reference on page 9 is, I take it, to what, on 

page 93, Professor Bennett, following Wackernagel, calls " The 

Type flocci facere. Value. Price" (discussed pages 93-98). 
After discussing very briefly (8-9) the value of the three 

genitive formations (in -es,-os, -s; of o-stems, in sio, -so; of 

o-stems in -X), Professor Bennett declares that we can not 
determine any single value to be attached to the genitive in 

Indo-European (yet on page 3 he had said that it seemed 

probable that the genitive was of local origin). The adnomi- 
nal and the adverbial uses of the genitive, he holds, were 

originally different. "There was no 'einheitlicher' genitive 
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in the Ursprache". He mentions, though without definitely 
approving it, Wackernagel's theory that, in the Ursprache, the 
adnominal use had a very limited range, and that at the outset 
the use with verbs was predominant, if not actually exclusive 
(IO). To the question that naturally springs to the mind, 
How then did this originally predominant use come to play so 
small a part in Latin? Professor Bennett gives no attention. 
He does, however, illustrate more concretely, more fully than 
anyone has done before, the large part played by the adver- 
bial genitive in Early Latin. Assuming the correctness of 
Wackernagel's theory, we may note that Latin gave up, in 
large part, various other usages that had Indo-European sanc- 
tion, e. g. the infinitive with purpose, the infinitive with adjec- 
tives, and the power to make compounds at will.1 

For the genitive with nouns Bennett can find no one primi- 
tive usage. He is content (11) to find in this genitive the 
" capacity of completing the meaning of the substantive in any 
one of a great variety of ways suggested by the context ". He 
rightly remarks that it is better frankly to recognize that cer- 
tain genitive expressions do not fall readily into clearly de- 
fined categories; something of the variety and flexibility of 
the early days long remained, "many uses lying quite outside 
the clearly marked formal categories, others hovering between 
two related groups. This principle applies not only to the 
genitive and other cases, but to the moods and tenses as well. 
To ignore it is to reverse the order of syntactical develop- 
ment and to represent as primitive what was a matter of 
growth" (11-12). The principle applies as well to classifica- 
tion for lexicographical purposes, as I learned even better 
than I had known it before in my article on Etiam for Lodge's 
Lexicon Plautinum and in my Notes on Etiam in Plautus in 
T. A. P. A. xli, 115-137. To the point Professor Bennett 
recurs in 37-38, 70, without reference back to II-I2. 

The Genitive of Material is defined (12) as denoting "pri- 
marily the concrete substance of which anything is composed, 
or, in the case of collective nouns, the units of which the mass 

1A bit of syntactical history extremely curious, if Professor Bennett's 
theories are correct, is that of the case-constructions with verbs of re- 
membering. See below, p. 289, under (2). 
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consists". The usage is relatively infrequent, he remarks, 
because the relationship expressed by the genitive here is 
commonly set forth by adjectives, faginus, aureus, etc. He 
admits the difficulty of classification (I2, I4), especially of 

differentiating the Genitive of Material and the Genitive of 
Quantity. Instances like multitudo tuorum, natio hominum, 
gregem venalium Gildersleeve-Lodge, 368, would class, I am 
sure, as genitives of quantity. Into the correctness of our 
author's assignment of individual examples, however, it will 
be impossible to go. I note that most of Bennett's examples 
of the Genitive of Material come from Cato, De Agri Cultura. 

The Genitive of the <Parted> Whole is common in Early 
Latin. The first rubric here is Genitive of Quantity or 
Measure. "This denotes that of which a certain definite 
weight or measure is taken". The carefulness of this defi- 
nition emphasizes the inaccuracy of the designation of this 
genitive as Genitive of Quantity (Professor Bennett is at one 
here, however, with others in his use of the term). In such 
expressions as argenti nummus, cum auri CC nummis Philippis 
the measure or quantity is in the noun on which the genitive 
depends not in the genitive. If we are to be exact enough to 

speak of the "Genitiv des getheilten Ganzen" (13), if we are 
to deplore divergences of designation and the lack of precise 
definitions (12), we should call this subdivision the Genitive 
of the Quantity Measured, or the like. In spite of Professor 
Bennett's care in defining, here and elsewhere, there is a fre- 

quent looseness in the rubrics, which should find no place in a 
book of this kind. Thus, to take but one example, the second 
rubric under Genitive of the Whole is " Neuter Adjectives of 
Amount" (I6). Of course the author has in mind here, as 
he says at once, examples of the Genitive of the Whole with 
neuter adjectives of amount; he could easily have arranged 
the letterpress before the rubric and the rubric itself to make 
this plain. 

Some of the genitives with neuter adjectives of amount 

(I6-I9) are interesting. Thus we have an isolated example 
of amplius with the genitive, Cis. 777 liberorum .. . amplius, 
a combination natural enough, however, in view of minus and 

plus with the genitive. We have two examples, both from 
Cato, of multum with the genitive, two of pauxillulum (one 
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from Naevius, one from Terence), two of minimum (Cato), 
one of pauxillum (Lucilius), one of plurimum (Cato), three 
each of quantillum and tantillum (Plautus), three of tantum- 
dem (Plautus, Terence, Cato), besides the common types, 
dimidium, minus, paulum, plus, etc. In the discussion of the 
Genitive of the Whole with pronouns and pronominal adjec- 
tives (20), we find that such a genitive with a relative pro- 
noun occurs only in Cato and in C. I. L. (four examples from 
Cato, eleven from C. I. L. I. I98-200). Numquis, nescioquis, 
ecquis, quivis, alteruter, neuter, uter, ullus, utervis occur but 
once each with the genitive (2o-22).1 

On pages 22-23 Professor Bennett states that mille is a 
noun everywhere in Early Latin, except Ba. 928 mille2 cum 
numero navium, and Ba. 230, where the MSS give mille et 
ducentos Philippos. The former passage he interprets by 
"with the number of a thousand ships ". Since he is willing 
to make mille an adjective here, why should he emend Ba. 
230 to mille ac ducentos Philippum (Bentley), even though in 
Ba. 272 the MSS give the latter form? This is to ignore at 
once Plautus's love of variety in his expressions and the 
principle of the lectio difficilior, which, in view both of the 
preponderance, on Bennett's view, of mille as noun and the 
reading in 272, decidedly applies. The emendation, finally, 
introduces a very rare use of the genitive (see next para- 
graph). 

A reference to Gellius I. I6 would have been very helpful 
here. There Gellius, starting with the phrase ibi mille homi- 
num occiditur (Quadrigarius), defends this locution as ratione 
certa ac proba grammaticae disciplinae dicta. He cites ex- 

amples from Quadrigarius, Lucilius, Varro, Cato, Cicero 

1 Here, as in many another place in Professor Bennett's book, the 
facts adduced form a vigorous warning against 'emending' any pas- 
sage of Early Latin because, as delivered to us by our MSS, it shows 
an isolated usage. Syntactical arra elprluqe'va need not trouble us, for 
this period at least. 

2 So Leo and the Teubner text, but not Lindsay, whose text Bennett 
professes to follow; Lindsay reads milli, which suits the meter (iambic 
octonarius) better than mille. Lindsay must regard milli as a noun in 
the ablative, and take numero as in saepe numero, or as pondo is taken 
in such a phrase as Men. 526 addas auri pondo unciam. With Bennett's 
view of the passage compare Valerius Maximus, page 13, Excerpt 6 
(Kempf): Persae mille navium numero Delum compulsi .... 
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(Phil. 6. I5), and insists that in Pro Milone 53 Cicero wrote 
hominum mille versabatur valentum. The example from 
Varro given by Gellius is from XVII Humanarum (XVIII, 
fr. 2, MI, says Hosius, 1903) and runs: Ad Romuli initium 
plus mille et centum annorum est. This must be added, then, 
to Ba. 230 (an example got by emendation: see above), 272, 
and Lucilius I053 argenti (argentis codd) sescentum ac mille, 
which Bennett says (23) are "the only <passages> in Early 
Latin where we find the Genitive of the Whole with mille 
combined with one of the hundreds ". A reference to Gellius, 
the professional archaist, as we may call him, thus lights up 
our studies both directly and indirectly, directly by reminding 
us of ancient treatment of the phenomena under considera- 
tion, indirectly by supplying us at once a fourth example of a 
rare usage. 

On page 32 in such expressions as Ba. 415 quid hoc nego- 
tist? Bennett joins the genitive with the demonstrative, on 
the basis of sense and the position of the genitive. Why not 
use in further support of this view Eu. 544 nunc mi hoc ne- 
goti dedere, M. G. 956 hoc negoti mandatumst mihi, Tri. 578 
dic hoc negoti quomodo actumst, cited also in this very 
paragraph? Here the genitive must belong with the de- 
monstrative. 

On page 34 four examples are given from the Annales of 
Ennius of the type dia dearum. This Bennett calls a Grecism 

(yet in the Index the caption Grecism does not occur). Fro- 
benius, Die Syntax des Ennius, 35, declares that this usage is 
confined to epic poetry, and is an imitation of familiar 
Homeric expressions. Finding Grecisms in Early Latin is 
interesting in view of the vigorous warning given by Leo, 
Plautinische Forschungen 2, I02-I03, against "die Jagd nach 
Gracismen in der Syntax ". This hunt, he says, has usually 
been fruitless: the supposed Grecisms have turned out to be 

good Italic constructions.2 If we are to admit Grecisms in 

1Reid ad loc. says this, not mille homines, is regular in Cicero. See 
mille in Krebs-Schmalz, Antibarbarus (I907), and Schmalz again, in 

Reisig-Haase, Vorlesungen, Anm. 335. 
2In his note on Most. 912, di immortales, mercimoni lepidi, which is 

cited by Professor Bennett, page oo00, as one of the two examples of 
the Genitive of Exclamation, Sonnenschein (2d ed., I907) sees a Gre- 

cism, though he can find but two parallels, one from Propertius, one 
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Ennius (as we must in the case just discussed), why have 
editors been so unwilling to see another in Ennius Ann. 20I- 
202 (if they persist in reading viai) ? 

Quo vobis mentes, rectae quae stare solebant 
antehac, dementis sese flexere viai? 

Here the editors of Cicero Cato Maior I6, where this passage 
is cited (e. g. Reid, Moore), Frobenius, Die Syntax des Ennius, 
32, Bennett, in our book, page 36, join viai with quo, in 
spite of the wide separation of quo and viai, in spite, too, of 
the infrequency of quo with the genitive (Bennett cites but 
two other examples, both from Plautus: on these, too, see 
below), and in spite of the fact that the MSS give not viai 
but via (a fact noted by Bennett himself). If viai is to be 
joined with quo, then, as Frobenius noted, we must correct 
the declaration of Schmalz 4, ? 73, that quo with the partitive 
genitive begins with Sallust; we have surer ground, however, 
for correcting him in Bennett's two examples from Plautus. 
Here, we may note in passing, will lie one of the great values 
of Professor Bennett's work-the supplying of proof that 
many a construction occurs far earlier than our standard 
general manuals of Latin syntax would have us believe (see the 
discussion above, pages 274-276, of the place of the appositive). 
Reverting to our Ennius passage we may note that Frobenius, 
page 38, ? 67, writes: " Haufig steht bei E. der Ausgangspunkt 
einer Bewegung im blossen Abl., wo spater in der Regel Prap. 
angewendet werden ". I venture to think, then, that editors 
have been too quick to emend the manuscript text in our passage. 
I note in conclusion that quo ... viai, if taken together, gives 
a type of the genitive with quo quite unlike that in the only 
two other examples that Bennett is able to quote of quo with 
a genitive; these both involve quo gentium. So we have only 
gentium with quoquo (twice), quovis (twice), and with us- 
quam and nusquam. With ubi we do find loci, but this seems 
to me to involve easier combinations than that seen in quo ... 
flexere viai.1 

from Lucan. Professor Fay thinks the expression is "either a Greek- 
ish genitive of exclamation . . . for which there is very little warrant 
anywhere in Latin, or a genitive of quality . .. describing porticus, 
which had just been recalled to memory by longissima ". 

'I am aware that very often in Latin the first and the last words of 
a series, even a long series, belong together grammatically. I should 
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quam and nusquam. With ubi we do find loci, but this seems 
to me to involve easier combinations than that seen in quo ... 
flexere viai.1 

from Lucan. Professor Fay thinks the expression is "either a Greek- 
ish genitive of exclamation . . . for which there is very little warrant 
anywhere in Latin, or a genitive of quality . .. describing porticus, 
which had just been recalled to memory by longissima ". 

'I am aware that very often in Latin the first and the last words of 
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On pages 37-38 Professor Bennett holds that the term 
Possessive Genitive is too loosely used by most grammarians, 
as a kind of catch-all for examples which they cannot assign 
to more clearly defined categories. In his own treatment he 
aims to " exclude all uses where there did not seem to be a 
fairly clear possessive idea. This possessive idea is present 
especially in the following classes of combinations: I) Where 
there is some material possession, as Cratini aedes, anulum 
gnati tui; 2) In the designation of ordinary blood relation- 
ships, as filia, filius, uxor, nepos Gai, etc.; 3) In the designa- 
tion of mental and moral qualities, as ineptia huius, quorum 
crudelitatem, etc.; 4) In the designation of parts of the body, 
as abdomina tunni, pes Gai; 5) In figurative extensions of 
these four types of usage". Instances which do not show a 
real idea of possession, he puts under Free Uses of the Geni- 
tive, a much-embracing category (70-80). The examples 
which he admits into his list of Possessive Genitives he ar- 
ranges according to the alphabetical order of the governing 
noun, if I may be allowed to designate in this way the noun 
on which the genitive depends; the attempt to subdivide the 
examples into logical categories, made, e. g. by Blomquist, De 
Genitivi apud Plautum Usu (Helsingfors, I892), he rejects. 

like, however, other examples of such wide separation in Ennius. 
Frobenius, pages 109-I26, in a careful discussion of "Wortstellung" in 
Ennius, has nothing directly bearing on our point. But it is clear 
enough that wide separation is not the rule in Ennius. In ?227 he 
notes only four examples of the separation of adverb from adjective. 
In ?222, which deals with Hyperbaton des Adjektivs (I40 examples), 
we get more help: "In der iiberwiegenden Zahl der Falle ist ein Wort 
dazwischengeschoben, haufig sind es auch zwei d. h. das betreffende 
Zwischenglied samt Zubeh6r, seltener drei (etwa zehnmal), nur ver- 
einzelt vier, fiinf oder gar sechs Worter ". The example which shows 
six words between an adjective and its noun, Scaen. 316 Ego deum 
genus esse semper dixi et dicam caelitum, he deems worthy of special 
discussion (page 117): "Die weite Trennung von deum-caelitum 
stort den Zusammenhang durchaus nicht, weil deum allein verstandlich 
war und caelituin auch als Subst. beniitzt werden konnte". Plainly, 
then, the wide separation of quo and viai in our Ennius passage is 
against the current interpretation of the syntax here. We should 
therefore either follow the MSS, and see one of those free uses of the 
ablative recognized by Frobenius (even though Frobenius cites no 
exact parallel), or, if we read viai, we should join that word with 
flexere and find a Grecism. 
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For attempts at classification by logical categories, difficult as 
they are, subjective as they inevitably are in part, I have the 
strongest prepossession: see my review of Professor Wet- 
more's Index Verborum Vergilianus, in The Classical Weekly 
6. IOI-103, IO9-III. As a matter of fact, in assigning his 
examples to the category under discussion, Professor Bennett 
was himself obliged to classify largely on logical grounds. 
If, however, we are to forego division on logical grounds, is 
Professor Bennett's arrangement by the alphabetical order of 
the governing nouns justifiable? I think not. Surely, in a 
study of the Possessive Genitive the thing that counts is the 
possessor, not the thing possessed. We should admit at once 
that anything, concrete or abstract, may be possessed. But, 
we want to know, who or what can possess, by way of the 
Latin genitive ? It is, then, the genitive in these combinations, 
not the governing noun, that is of real importance. If, then, 
we arrange the material according to the alphabetical order of 
the nouns involved, that order should be, I think, the order of 
the nouns (pronouns) represented by the genitives. At the 
least there should be a brief reclassification, subsidiary to that 
given at length by Professor Bennett, according to the order 
of the possessors. Professor Bennett's scheme is definitely 
troublesome in various ways. We are studying the genitive: 
but we find the governing nouns, by whose alphabetical order 
our genitive material has been disposed, in widely varying 
cases. Again, we find grammatical kith and kin rudely 
severed. Thus, adolescentiae eius, eius aet'as, eius aliquid, avo 
eius, eius color, eius famam, eius lubido, salute eius, superbia 
eius are scattered over ten pages! Further, Professor Ben- 
nett's arrangement gives a wholly fictitious prominence to 
some of his nouns. Thus adulescentia is cited for but one 
example. But, when we note that the genitive involved is 
eius, the presence of adulescentia in a combination of words 
involving the idea of possession ceases to have the importance 
which Professor Bennett's arrangement gives to the word. 
But, far more important, Professor Bennett's arrangement 
conceals from his readers, or at least does not readily show 
them, the one thing they will, I am sure, want to know: In 
what percentage of instances does the word which stands in 
the Possessive Genitive denote an actual person ? In what per- 
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centage does it denote something easily capable of personifica- 
tion? Does the word in any case denote a thing incapable of 
personification? The reader can, to be sure, work through 
the examples and find these facts for himself; but Professor 
Bennett, who knows the material far better than any of his 
readers is likely to know it, could have helped far more than 
he has. Most of the examples, we find, involve names of 
persons, or instances of eius, illius, huius, etc. Examples like 
Naevius Con. 35, mei feri ingeni acrimonia, are very rare in 
Professor Bennett's list; so too are even such examples as 
Acc. IO, ventorum animae, Men. I40, commoditatis omnis 
articulos scio, in which, to a Roman, personification would be 
easy enough. In the examples of the predicate use of this 
genitive given on pages 49-50 the genitive always denotes a 
person. Clearly, then, Professor Bennett has been true to his 

principles with respect to this genitive, as set forth by him on 

pages 37-38 (see above, page 282). 
On page 50 the subjective genitive is defined by Professor 

Bennett, as " denoting primarily the person who is the author 
of some act, or who is in some state or condition". The 
material is again arranged according to the alphabetical 
order of the governing nouns. Against this arrangement 
much the same objections lie as were urged against this order 
above, in the discussion of the Possessive Genitive. Surely, 
here too the important thing is the genitive, not the governing 
noun. In looking over Professor Bennett's material (50-56) 
from this point of view, we find that only in rare instances 
does the Subjective Genitive, in his view, fail to denote an 
actual person; the examples of transfer, by figurative usage, 
so that things appear in this genitive (50), are few. 

Under the Objective Genitive (57-65) the material is again 
arranged according to the alphabetical order of the governing 
nouns. In itself, however, this arrangement is not objection- 
able, since here, in sharp contrast to the situation with respect 
to the Possessive Genitive and the Subjective Genitive, the 
more important factor is the governing noun. This observa- 
tion, in favor of our author, leads to one against him. To 
determine a very important fact-how far the Objective Geni- 
tive is used with nouns that are, so to say, intransitive, that is, 
with nouns derived from verbs which do not govern the accu- 
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Under the Objective Genitive (57-65) the material is again 
arranged according to the alphabetical order of the governing 
nouns. In itself, however, this arrangement is not objection- 
able, since here, in sharp contrast to the situation with respect 
to the Possessive Genitive and the Subjective Genitive, the 
more important factor is the governing noun. This observa- 
tion, in favor of our author, leads to one against him. To 
determine a very important fact-how far the Objective Geni- 
tive is used with nouns that are, so to say, intransitive, that is, 
with nouns derived from verbs which do not govern the accu- 

centage does it denote something easily capable of personifica- 
tion? Does the word in any case denote a thing incapable of 
personification? The reader can, to be sure, work through 
the examples and find these facts for himself; but Professor 
Bennett, who knows the material far better than any of his 
readers is likely to know it, could have helped far more than 
he has. Most of the examples, we find, involve names of 
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genitive given on pages 49-50 the genitive always denotes a 
person. Clearly, then, Professor Bennett has been true to his 
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sative or do not 'take' any case at all or are used with prepo- 
sitional phrases as their predicate,-one must for himself re- 
arrange Professor Bennett's material, particularly in view of 
the statement (57) that "the use with nouns related to verbs 
construed with other cases (as cursores pelagi; fides regni) 
is probably just as ancient as with nouns related to transitive 
verbs; cf. Brugmann, Grundriss. ii 2, p. 605. At times certain 
nouns not derived from verbs develop a meaning which makes 
them capable of taking an objective genitive, as: est quisque 
faber suae fortunae ". In the great majority of our author's 
instances the governing noun is directly derived from some 
transitive verb or readily suggests some transitive verb. It is 
possible, further, that faber (see above) suggested to the 
Romans facio. The following nouns, whose corresponding 
verbs are not transitive, appear in Professor Bennett's list, 
with the objective genitive: concordia, confidentia, consue- 
tudo, cursor (yet compare Vergil's use of curro with the 
accusative: also percurro as transitive would make cursor 
with the genitive easy), fides, fiducia, potestas (yet compare 
the use of potio in Am. 178 eum potivit servitutis, discussed 
by Bennett, 93), praesidium, studium, vacuitas. Some ex- 
amples of the objective genitive with a noun may be explained 
by analogy with the genitive with an adjective: cf. e. g. And. 
247 Chremetis adfinitatem. Exitium with the genitive may be 
due to analogy with initium with the genitive, for which see 
Hec. 351 initium irae, And. 709 narrationis initium. Less 
easy to explain is the genitive with arrabo, domina, dominus, 
erus, moechus, permities, praeda, pretium, ftagitium, imago, 
calamitas, copia (12 instances). 

On page 65 Professor Bennett notes that the Genitive of 
Quality is much less frequent than the Ablative of Quality in 
Early Latin. "Apart frorm a few stereotyped formulas, such 
as huius modi, eius modi, parvi preti, minumi preti, etc., the 
idiom is only scantily represented ". The very first example, 
"animus: Men. 269, homo iracundus animi perditi ", is inter- 
esting, to me at least, for two reasons. First, as Professor 
Bennett notes, elsewhere the genitive, not the ablative, of 
animus is used in qualitative expressions. This phenomenon 
is matched by the fact that once only is the genitive of color, 
or genus, or ingenium (this comes by emendation, too, be it 
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noted 1) found in expressions of quality (these examples, too, 
are in Plautus); the ablative of animus, color and ingenium 
occurs not infrequently in such expressions. Secondly, in 
Men. 269 homo iracundus animi perditi, we have, thus early, 
both an adjective and a genitive of quality with one noun, a 
construction which Mr. J. D. Duff, in his note on Juvenal 
3. 4-5, <Cumae> ianua Baiarum est et gratum litus amoeni 
secessus, declares to be un-Latin, though the sense clearly is, 
'Cumae ... is a charming stretch of shore, so delightfully se- 

questered ', or, with fuller reference to the word order, 'It's a 

charming place, on the seashore, delightfully sequestered .2 
The inclusion of bidui and tridui, seen in And. 440, biduist 

aut tridui haec sollicitudo, is justified when we think of the 
origin of these forms. Professor Bennett compares the use 
of dies, as seen in a solitary example, H. T. 909 decem dierum 
vix mihi familia est. These examples involving dies are thus 
all from Terence. Compare, however, Most. 82 paucorum 
mensum sunt relictae reliquiae. Professor Bennett does not 
note separately whether a genitive ever takes the place of the 

adjective with the genitive in this kind of qualitative expres- 
sion (contrast his remark on the genitive with medicamento, 
in an ablative qualitative expression, page 323). I see no 
such instance, however, in his lists for the genitive, 65-68. 
Nor does he pick out the examples of the qualitative genitive 
in predicate use and set them over against the examples of 

On page 323, under the Ablative of Quality, there are not sufficient 
references back to the discussion of the Genitive of Quality. Thus, 
under ingenio, there is no mention even of Most. 814, which, on page 
65, is said to be the sole instance of ingeni in a genitive of quality 
construction. The ablative lists on page 393 are in several instances 
less full than the ablative lists on page 65, a page devoted primarily to 
the genitive. 

2 In Juvenal II. 32 ancipitem seu tu magno discrimine causam prote- 
gere adfectas, Mr. Duff calls magno discrimine an ablative of quality. 
Why join an ablative of quality and an adjective to one noun, and not 

adjective and genitive of quality? For pertinent examples see Juvenal 
again, I4. I46, and 14. I57-I58. On 3. 48 nulli comes exeo tamquam 
mancus et extinctae, corpus non utile, dextrae, Mr. Duff says, "The 

subject (homo understood) has two epithets, mancus and extinctae 
dextrae (=debilis); the gen. of quality is used as a roundabout 

adj. . .". In I3. 148 veteris qui tollunt grandia templi pocula, ado- 
randae robiginis, we have an adjective and a genitive of quality with 
one noun, with asyndeton, even as in our Plautus passage. 
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this construction in attributive use, though under the Ablative 
of Quality, 319-325, he makes two main divisions, A. Attribu- 
tive Uses, B. Predicate Uses. The genitive examples are, in 
fact, mostly in the predicate. 

The brief discussion of the nature of the Genitive of 
Quality on pages 67-68 is reinforced by a discussion of the 
fundamental difference between the Genitive and the Ablative in 
qualitative expressions, 317-3I9. On page 68 our author notes 
that the ten examples he has quoted of the Genitive of Quality 
in the plural effectually dispose of Wackernagel's view that in 
Early Latin the plural is never found in this construction. On 
pages 317-319 he repeats the view, familiar from his Appendix 
to his Latin Grammar and his The Latin Language, that the 
genitive of quality properly denotes permanent qualities, 
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qualities. Though, he continues, " the genitive is not used to de- 
note temporary qualities ", yet " Even in Early Latin the abla- 
tive had begun to abandon its original field of the temporary, 
however, and to be applied to permanent characteristics 
(mulierem pudico ingenio; antiqua fide; etc.) ". Physical 
and bodily characteristics he makes transitory; hence the 
ablative should be used to describe them. He definitely men- 
tions color as a transitory thing, because it changes with age 
(318), yet he forgets that on page 65 he had listed one ex- 
ample of color in the genitive of quality. What of the ex- 
amples cited above, page 286, involving bidui, tridui, and 
decem dierum? Are things that last two, three or ten days 
permanent qualities? What of paucorum mensum in Most. 82? 
I should prefer to say that, as the result of free, or, if you 
will, careless uses of each construction, the two cases became 
at times interchangeable. Professor Bennett himself freely 
admits that the ablative of quality did not remain true to its 
traditions: why strain a point to prove that the genitive of 
quality had greater staying powers? Compare his unwilling- 
ness to admit any logical difference between the genitive and 
the accusative with verbs of remembering (see below, page 
290), and his declaration (97) that the Genitive of Value and 
the Ablative of Price early became confused (see below, 
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Definitivus) few examples are given (68). These for the 
most part involve such expressions as flagitium hominis, mon- 
strum hominis, nomen virginis, Silari lumen, scelus viri. 

On pages 68-70 we have a discussion of the Genitive with 
Causa, Gratia, and Similar Words. The genitive with causa 
our author regards as probably originally one of possession; 
" But very early the force of causa became virtually that of a 
preposition, in which function it is extremely common in the 
early period of the language ". There are 85 examples, natur- 
ally not all quoted. The examples that are quoted fall easily 
into two classes (not distinguished, however, in our book), the 
one of which includes genitives that denote a person, while the 
other includes genitives that denote a thing (auri, stupri, popu- 
laritatis, consuetudinis, etc.). The latter class is pretty well rep- 
resented. In some of these examples, and in some of the like ex- 
amples with gratia, such as Am. 682 deridiculi gratia, Cato, fr. 23, 
8 (Jordan) contumeliae causa, Eun. 877 contumeliae non me 
fecisse causa, sed amoris, Acc. 485, quoius tumulti causa, is it 
fanciful to suppose that the expressions arose out of a conden- 
sation of the familiar use of causa with the gerundive ? In any 
case, the forward-looking, final sense that causa with the gerund 
and the gerundive has is plainly present in these examples. On 
the other hand, in Cato, fr. 42, 6 (Jordan), omnia avaritiae atque 
pecuniae causa fecit, the relation of the two genitives to causa 
seems not the same; it would be easy to give to causa in 
avaritiae causa something of that backward-looking sense, 
that idea of cause (ob, propter) which the word seems to 
have at times in the archaists: see my remarks in Notes on 
the Prepositions in Gellius, T. A. P. A. xxv (I894), 24-25. 

Of gratia with a genitive, says Professor Bennett (69), 
twenty examples occur. The remarks made above on causa 
apply here. In this same general category our author sets 
examples of the genitive with ingratiis (I), vitio (3), vicem 
(6), virtute, 'thanks to' (6: of the I6 instances in these four 
classes, 15 are from Plautus, one from Terence), fini (I: 
Cato), postridie (I: Cato), ergo (15: Io from Cato, 2 from 
the Tabulae XII, three others from Inscriptions). 

Into the discussion of Free Uses of the Genitive (70-80) it 
is not possible to follow our author; the material is too di- 
verse. However, to the reference back to the discussion of 
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such uses on pages 37-38 might be added another to pages 
11-12, where too the matter is considered. I turn rather to 
the Genitive with Adjectives and Participles (82-87). Here 
the arrangement is by the alphabetical order of the governing 
adjectives, an order as correct here as was the order followed 
in the discussion of the Objective Genitive, and for the same 
reasons. Of the many matters of interest here only one can 
be considered. Under adsimilis we have one example of the 
genitive, one of the dative (Cato); under consimilis, four of 
the genitive, two with the dative (Accius, Terence). In 
neither case is there hesitation in seeing a dative use; in 
neither case is there a reference to the later discussion of the 
usage with similis (86-87), nor under similis is there a refer- 
ence back to adsimilis and consimilis. Dissimilis seems not to 
occur. In his discussion of similis Professor Bennett seems 
inclined to allow for the dative six instances, all from Plautus, 
where the dative is given by the MSS (editors, following 
Ritschl, read the genitive). He quotes, apparently with ap- 
proval, the point made by T. M. Jones, Case Constructions 
with Similis and its Compounds (Baltimore, 1903), that in 
four of these instances we are dealing with comparisons and 
that with the comparative of similis the later Latinity usually 
employs the dative, even of persons. Bennett inclines to read 
the dative, with the manuscripts, also in Eun. 468. It seems 
strange that, after allowing, without reserve, the dative with 
both adsimilis and consimilis, he should hesitate to grant it 
also with similis. 

On pages 88-Ioo comes the discussion of that important 
and interesting matter, the Genitive with Verbs. His view of 
this construction in general Professor Bennett had given on 
pages 8-Io (not referred to here): see above, pages 276-277. 
In view of the importance of this usage, I give in full the 
main rubrics: (I) With verbs of reminding, admonishing 
(88); (2) With verbs of remembering and forgetting (88- 
89); (3) With verbs of judicial action (89-90); (4) With 
verbs of emotion (90-9I); (5) With verbs of plenty and 
want (91-92); (6) With verbs of ruling, having power over 
(92-93); (7) The type flocci facere. Value. Price (93-98); 
(8) With verbs of desiring, scorning, fearing (98-99); (9) 
Genitive of Respect (99-I00). 
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Under (I) a single example is given: Ru. 743 mearum 
me miseriarum commones. The accusative is the usual con- 
struction with these verbs. 

Under (2) we read that these verbs are "only sparingly 
construed with the genitive, the accusative being the more 
usual construction". The instances actually quoted of the 
genitive with memini and commemini show both persons and 
things in the genitive, more often things; those with in men- 
tem venit show only things. The two examples of the geni- 
tive with obliviscor show persons. 

On the genitive here Bennett remarks (I) that the genitive 
with these verbs is " essentially an Indo-European inheritance. 
In Indo-European the verb men- seems to have governed both 
genitive and accusative, if we may judge from the fact that 
in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and Germanic, verbs from this root 
are found with both cases; see Brugmann, Grundriss, ii 2, p. 
590 ff.". (2) Yet in the earliest extant Latin the genitive is 
here much less frequent than the accusative; more oddly still, 
as time goes on, the genitive increases in frequency. Finally, 
Professor Bennett refuses to allow any logical difference 
between the two constructions (89). 

Under (3), the Genitive with Verbs of Judicial Action, be- 
sides the familiar verbs, we find examples of the genitive with 
teneo (2: Plautus), capto, deprehendo, prehendo (once each: 
Plautus), adstringo, adligo, manum inicio (twice: Plautus), 
perdo, in the phrase capitis perdo (thrice: Plautus), and 
with reus sit (not with reus alone, as page 90 might imply; 
once: Plautus). On page 90 Professor Bennett abandons the 
view, given in his The Latin Language, 327 (I907), that the 
genitive here is to be explained as resulting from an ellipsis 
of a noun, crimine, iudicio, lege, or the like: "The early 
language shows no instance where any of these words is 
present". Compare his argument later under (7); see below, 
page 29I. 

Under (4) we have examples of the genitive with piget. 
pudet, suppudet (once: Lucilius), paenitet, taedet, distaedet 
(once: Plautus), miseret, miseretur, miserescit, commiserescit, 
misereo, misereor, commiseresco. 

Under (5) we have examples of the genitive with abundo, 
compleo (thrice: Plautus), impleo, obsaturo (once: Terence), 
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onero (once: Pacuvius), oppleo (once: Plautus), saturo, 
(once: Plautus), careo (once: Terence), egeo, indigeo, levo 
(once: Plautus), orbifico (once: Accius), privo (once: 
Afranius). This construction Bennett regards as Indo-Euro- 
pean. 

Under (6) we have six examples of potior with the genitive. 
Of these three are due, more or less, to conjecture. Bennett 
(93) calls this use Indo-European. His case is strengthened, 
however, by the six instances of potio or its passive potior 
with the genitive: cf. e. g. Cap. 92 est potitus hostium. 

Under (7) Professor Bennett cites with warm approval the 
views set forth by Wackernagel, Genitiv und Ablativ, in Me- 
langes De Saussure, 125 ff., concerning the origin of expres- 
sions like multi facere, parvi facere: " Wackernagel . . . calls 
attention to Sanskrit formations in which certain a-stems 
replace the suffix (a) with 1, and then combine this as a sort 
of preverb with kr-, 'make', bhu-, 'become', as-. 'be', in the 
sense: 'to make or become what one was not before'; 'to 
make some one a sharer in something'; 'to bring something 
(or to come) into the sphere of something'. Wackernagel 
not merely identifies this -1 with the difficult -1 of the Latin 
and Celtic genitive ending of o-stems, but finds a striking 
similarity of syntactical usage in the Sanskrit compounds just 
mentioned and the use of the Latin genitive in -i with facio, 
esse, and other verbs. From expressions like multi facere, 
parvi facere, according to Wackernagel, has developed the 
Genitive of Value, and later the Genitive of Price. This view 
is as plausible as it is ingenious, and has already evoked ex- 
tensive approval in various quarters. I have made it the basis 
of the following treatment" (93). 

First come examples with facio. The genitives here are 
flocci, nihili, terrunci (once: Plautus), compendi, dispendi 
(once: Ennius), lucri, damni (once: Plautus), sumpti (once: 
Plautus), quanti (twice: Plautus and Lucilius), tanti (once: 
Plautus), magni, multi (twice: Plautus and Cato), parvi, pluris, 
minoris, maxumi, aequi, huius (once: Terence). The examples 
with pendo show quanti, magni, parvi, minoris, plurimi (once: 
Plautus), nihili, flocci (twice, one example suspicious: Plautus). 
With est we find quantli, tanti (once: Plautus), tantidem (once: 
Plautus), parvi (once: Plautus), pluris, maxumi (once: Plau- 
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tus), copiae, operae, nihili, nauci (twice in Plautus, once in 
Ennius). Then come examples of nihili, nauci, trioboli used 
attributively, and, finally, examples of this general usage with 
other verbs, such as existumo, aestumo, consulo, censeo, indico, 
habeo, dedico. Pages 93-97 are thus very valuable pages, that 
will well repay study. On page 9,7 Bennett remarks that there 
is in a large proportion of the foregoing examples a distinct 
notion of value, so that this genitive has been called often a 
Genitive of Value. Against the view often maintained (e. g. 
by Wolfflin in Archiv 9.1o3) that this genitive is originally a 

genitive of quality standing for the fuller tanti preti est, parvi 
preti facio, he urges (97) that we never find parvi preti facio, 
magni preti facio, although, as seen above, the shorter expres- 
sions are very common. Compare his argument under (3): see 
above page 29o. 

Price was originally denoted by the ablative, value by the 

genitive, but these ideas lie so close together that the construc- 
tions are confused, even in early Latin, so that value is some- 
times denoted by the ablative and price by the genitive (97: 
after Wolfflin, Archiv, 9. Io2). Bennett holds also that we can- 
not distinguish the uses by saying that the genitive denotes 
indefinite price, the ablative definite price: " Except in the four 

genitives above cited <quanti, tanti, pluris, minoris>, the abla- 
tive is regularly used at all periods of the language to denote 
indefinite price". He connects the genitive of price with the 

following verbs in Early Latin: conduco, destino, do, emo, 
libero, loco, perdoceo, posco, redimo, subigo, vendo. When we 
come to examine these instances, we find that they all involve 

quanti, tanti, tantidem, and minoris, so that one wonders 

why they were not rather included above, with the examples 
of the genitive with facio, pendo, etc. One instance, Eun. 74, 
ut te redimas . . . minumo; si nequeas paululo, at quanti queas, 
is particularly interesting, as showing two ablatives, one geni- 
tive; the ablative and the genitive occur, in effect, with the 
same verb (queo). The fact that the genitive used is the 
familiar quanti may point to the view that, aside from the very 
common tanti, quanti, etc., the ablative is the more natural con- 
struction for price, definite or indefinite, even for Early Latin. 

Under (8) we have examples of the genitive with cupio, 

fastidio, vereor, studeo. 
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indefinite price, the ablative definite price: " Except in the four 

genitives above cited <quanti, tanti, pluris, minoris>, the abla- 
tive is regularly used at all periods of the language to denote 
indefinite price". He connects the genitive of price with the 

following verbs in Early Latin: conduco, destino, do, emo, 
libero, loco, perdoceo, posco, redimo, subigo, vendo. When we 
come to examine these instances, we find that they all involve 

quanti, tanti, tantidem, and minoris, so that one wonders 

why they were not rather included above, with the examples 
of the genitive with facio, pendo, etc. One instance, Eun. 74, 
ut te redimas . . . minumo; si nequeas paululo, at quanti queas, 
is particularly interesting, as showing two ablatives, one geni- 
tive; the ablative and the genitive occur, in effect, with the 
same verb (queo). The fact that the genitive used is the 
familiar quanti may point to the view that, aside from the very 
common tanti, quanti, etc., the ablative is the more natural con- 
struction for price, definite or indefinite, even for Early Latin. 

Under (8) we have examples of the genitive with cupio, 

fastidio, vereor, studeo. 
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Finally, under (9), we have examples in which the genitive 
"apparently has a function similar to that of the Ablative of 
Specification . . The usage may have been Italic. It is found 
in Oscan ..." Bennett cites examples involving animi, mentis, 
sermonis, divini or humani, or rerum with credere and adcre- 
dere. There is not space to consider the examples in detail. 

It may be noted, however, in conclusion, that Bennett (Ioo) 
regards animi as probably genitive. Such a view " is supported 
by abundant other instances of similar uses; (2) The expres- 
sion animis pendere is late (Cicero) and rare". 

CHARLES KNAPP. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 
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